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SAY ING MORE WITH FRAMES:  SLOTS AS CLASSES 
ROBERT NADO AND RICHARD FIKES* 
Price Waterhouse Technology Centre 
68 Willow Road, Menlo Park, CA 94025, U.S.A. 
Abst ract - -A  major deficiency of many assertional frame systems is the limited expressiveness of 
the frame languages that they provide. Many quite simple assertions cannot be stated directly in 
the frame language, but instead must be expressed less stralghtforwardly using rules or attached 
procedures. We describe here two conceptually straightforward extensions to a basic frame system 
that significantly extend its expressive and inferential power while maintaining the advantages of 
conceptual simplicity and efficiency of implementation. The first extension is to treat a slot as a 
representation f the set of its values, and to use the full power of the frame language recursively 
to describe that set as s class. The second extension is to allow the portion of a class frame that 
describes the members of the class to contain self references, which are replaced uring inheritance by 
references to the particular class member that inherits the description. We present an implemented 
frame langlmge that includes these extensions together with rules specifying the inferences performed 
by the frame system's inheritance algorithins. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The term "frame" has been interpreted in several ways in work on the design and implemen- 
tatiou of knowledge representation languages. The assertional interpretation views frames as 
encoding a collection of statetnents about m, application domain, l Assertional frame systems [2] 
typically provide facilities for taxono,nically organizing domain knowledge ill ways that are natu- 
ral for domain experts, employ special-purpose procedures (inheritance and constraiut checking) 
that efficiently perform commonly needed deductive and default inferences, and allow integra- 
t io, of truth maintenance and rule-b,xsed reasoning. A major deficiency of many assertional 
frame systems is the limited expressiveness of the languages that they provide. Many quite sim- 
ple assertions cannot be stated directly in the frame language, but instead must be expressed 
less straiglttforwardly using rules or attached procedures. For example, assertions uch as the 
following are difficult to state in standard assertional frame languages: 
• "XYZ corporation owns all the ABC stores." This is an example of asserting that the 
values of a given slot (the o~ns slot of XYZ) include all the members of a given class 
(ABC-store). 
• "The customers of ABC corporation are also customers of XYZ corporation." This is an 
example of asserting that the values of a given slot in a given frame (the cus1:omer slot of 
ABe) are a subset of the values of some other slot in some other frame (the customer slot 
of xYz). 
• "All of the customers of XYZ corporation are located in New York." This is an example 
of asserting a property (a local: ion slot with tie,York as the value) required of all the 
values of a slot (the customer slot of XYZ). 
s "A subsidiary of a corporation has that corporation as owner." This is an example of 
a.sserti,g that each value of a slot (subsid iary)  of each member of a class frame (corpo- 
ra t ion)  has that particular class member as a value of its owner slot. 
"Current address for Richard Fikes: Knowledge Systen~ Laboratory, Stanford University, 701 Welch Road, Palo 
Alto, CA 9,130,I. 
ZAn alternative is the definitional interpretation represented by the KI.,-ONE language [1] and its descendants. 
In this interpretation, frames are viewed as defining a collection of structured terms to be used by a separate 
assertional component. 
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We describe here two conceptually straightforward extensions to a basic frame system that 
significantly extend its expressive and inferential power while maintaining the advantages of 
conceptual simplicity and efficiency of implementation. 
The first, and central, extension is to treat a slot as a representation f the set of its values, 
and to use the full power of the frame language recursively to describe that set as a class. 
This extension provides the user with a more powerful means of describing a slot's values than 
that provided by most frame languages. In particular, given this extension, a slot can describe 
properties that are to be inherited by each of its values (e.g., a loca'gi.oa slot with value NeuYork) 
as well as properties of the value set itself such as its subclasses (e.g., ABC-atora). In addition, 
the set of values of a slot can be referred to as a class in other frames (e.g., the class consisting 
of the values of the customer slot of ABe can be referred to in the gYZ frame). 
The second extension is to allow the portion of a class frame that describes the members of 
the class to contain self references, which are replaced during inheritance by references to the 
particular class member that inherits the description. This extension enables representation f 
assertions uch as "A subsidiary of a corporation has that corporation as owner." 
These two extensions provide the expressive power needed to enable the assertions described 
above. We present in this paper a frame language that includes these extensions together with 
rules formally specifying the inferences performed by inheritance. Efficient algorithms for both 
strict and defensible multiple inheritance [3] have been extended to support the more expressive 
frame language. We have implemented these extensions in a frame system that forms one variety 
of specialized representation i  a hybrid knowledge representation system called JOSIE [4]. The 
JOSIE system is being used at the Price Waterhouse Technology Centre to support the develop- 
ment of knowledgeable practice aids for corporate auditors and corporate tax consultants. We 
anticipate that users of JOSIE will find these extensions easy to learn and work with since the 
extensions "reuse" the already familiar notions of class members, subclasses, and inheritance. 
2. BASIC CONCEPTS 
Wc use the standard notion that a frame is a data structure used to encode a collection of 
beliefs about an entity in the domain of discourse. It has associated with it a name for the entity 
being represented and a collection of slots, each of which has a set of values. Any collection of 
entities ill the domain is also considered to be an entity in the domain called a class. A class 
flame is a fr~tmc representing a class. A class frame has associated with it a name for tile class 
being represented, a collection of slots describing the class itself as an entity, and a description 
that is inherited from it by each member of the class, called tile class's prototype. A prototype is 
the portion of a class frame that describes an arbitrary member of a given class and has associated 
with it a collection of prototype slots. 
Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of tile structure of frames and can be used to illustrate tile 
basic idea of inheritance. C1 is a class frame that has an immediate subclass C2, which in turn 
h;~ I as an inuncdiate member. CI and C2 each contain prototypes that are used to describe 
attributes of their members. These prototypes are themselves frames that can bc referred to 
using the names (a C l )  and (a C2). The prototype for CI has been given a prototype slot 
labeled R with value V. By inheritance, C2, as a subclass of CI, receives the value V for the 
slot labeled R on its prototype, (a C2). Since I is an immediate member of C2, the value V is 
thell inhcritcd from (a C2) by the slot labeled R on I. During inheritance, slots are created as 
needed to hold the values to be inherited. C1 contains, in addition to its prototype, an "own" 
slot labeled S with value W. Such "own" slots arc used to describe the CI class itself as a whole, 
not each of its members, and therefore their values are not inherited to subclasses and members. 
The first extension in our language is to adopt the notion that a slot is a class frame that 
occurs ~s a componcnt of another frame. A slot represents the class of entities related by a given 
binary relation to tile entity represented by the frame of which the slot is a component. The 
members of the class represented by a slot are called the slot's values. A slot R on a frame I 
can be referred to using the expression (R of I).  Since a slot is a class frame, it can have an 
associated prototype describing its values. The prototype of tile R slot of I is referred to using 
the expression (a (R of I ) )  and can itself have slots that are used to describe the properties 
that the values of the R slot of I should have. 
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Figure 1. Basic inheritance model. 
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The second extension in our language is that a prototype has a canonical name that can be used 
in the prototype description as a universally quantified variable to refer to an arbitrary member 
of the class. When a value of a slot on the prototype of a class is inherited by a corresponding 
slot on a class member or on the prototype of a subclass, any references in the value to the 
prototype are replaced by references to the class member or subclass prototype. Figure 2 depicts 
an arrangement of frames similar to that of Figure I. Instead of a simple value, however, the 
slot labeled /~ oll the prototype of CI, now contains a reference to the prototype itself, (a CI ) .  
IIaving the prototype as a slot value is used to record the information that every member of the 
class CI  is related by R to itself. When this value is inherited by C2 it is replaced by (a C2), a 
reference to the prototype of C2. Tilen, when [ inherits the value of the R slot on (a C2), the 
R slot on [ receives I as a value, instead. 
A 
R 
I P r ° t : ° tYP° . _~[  ( R of ( ii C1 )) I 
R 
IZrototypl ~ (Rof(aC2)) ] 
(Roll), I 
.:ib~re 2. hdleritance of prototype references. 
Consider the use of these concepts to represent examples of the form discussed in the introduc- 
tion. Figure 3 shows a display similar to what JOSIE's interface would present for a class frame 
representing the class of corporations from a financial services domain. Instead of a network 
diagram, it is common in frame systems to present a frame using a tabular display with levels 
of indentation representing levels of nested substructure. (Slot values are shown after the slot 
name, and the prototype begins with a header "Prototype: . " )  
A corporation is described as a type of business, with a prototype that specifies that a corpo- 
ration can have subsidiaries that are themselves corporations, and that a corporation owns each 
of its subsidiaries. XYZ is shown as belonging to the class of corporations, having ABC as a 
subsidiary, owning all the ABC stores, including all the customers of ABC among its customers, 
and requiring that all of its customers be located in New York. 
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corporat ion  
euperclass: business 
Prototype:  
subs id ia ry :  
superclass: corporat ion  
oens: (a subsidiary of (the corporation)) 
XYZ 
c lass :  corporation 
subsidiary: ABC 
owns  : 
subc lass :  ABC-store 
cusEomer :  
subclass: (customer of ABC) 
Prototype:  
locat ion:  NeeYork 
Figure 3. Display of frames for a financial services domain. 
3. T I lE  REPRESENTATION LANGUAGE 
Ill order to make more precise tile concepts presented informally in the previous section, we 
will introduce a formal la.guage for expressing tile assertional content of a collection of frames. 
This will allow us to give an abstract description of i .heritance by specifying rules of inference 
for tl,e forn,al frame language. 
The frame language we deline contains four types of terrrrs: irrdividual terms, class terms, 
relatio, terms and prototype terms. Constant symbols are available for individuals, classes, and 
relations, but not for prototypes. Terms of the language are formed according to the following 
syntactic rules: 
• If T is an individual constant, class constant, or relation constant, then T is a term of the 
corresponding type. 
• If R is a relation constant and T is a term, then (R of T)  is a class term (slot). 
• If T is a class term or a prototype term, then (a T)  is a prototype term. ~" 
These term formation rules indicate the structure of frames in the system and provide names 
by which any frame in the system may be designated. For example, (customer of ggZ) is the 
frame language term for the custotaar slot of tire XYZ frame and denotes the class of customers 
of XYZ corporation. Since (cus to tHr  of XYZ) is a class term, it may have a prototype, (a 
(cus~:omer of XYZ)), whose slots describe possible customers of XYZ, as well as slots describing 
the class of customers itself, such as (ca . rd ina l l ty  of  (custotaer of xYg)). 
Since relation constants are terms, they may have slots. These are used to state general 
properties of relations uch as domain, range, inverse ,  re f lex iv i l : y ,  and t rans i t i v i ty .  
The frame language contains atomic formulas formed according to the following rule: 
• If R is a relation constant and T and V are terms, then (R T V) is an atomic formula. 
Asserting a formula in the frame language is implemented by storing a value in a slot on a frame. 
For example, asserting (subsidiary XYZ AIIC) stores the ABC frame as a value of the subsidiary 
slot on the XYZ frame. The frame language distinguishes between "necessary" and "default" 
values of a slot on a prototype. Asserting (location (a (cusl;omer of XYZ)) IfettYork) stores 
2 (an T) and ( the T) are also allowed for readability. 
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the llewYork frame as a necessary value of the locat ion  slot on the prototype of the (customer 
of XYZ) slot. The semantic interpretation of this statement is that every customer of XYZ, 
without exception, has location New York. Section 5 extends the frame language to include 
formulas used to make default statements about the members of a class and to state exceptions 
to those defaults for particular subclasses and class members. 
Although formulas in the frame language appear to be variable-free, the prototype terms serve 
the role of domain-restricted, universally quantified variables. For example, a predicate calculus 
translation of (location (a (customer of XYZ)) NewYork) is: 
VX [customer(XYZ, x ) - - locat ion(x ,  NewYork)] 
We will refer to a term that does not contain any occurrences of prototype terms as a ground 
term. 
As an example of the use of the frame language, consider the formulas corresponding to the 
frames displayed in Figure 3: 
41) (superclass corporation business) 
(2) (superclass (subsidiary of Ca corporation)) corporation) 
(3) (orris (a corporation) 
(a (subsidiary of (the corporation)))) 
(4) (class XYZ corporation) 
(5) (subsidiary XYZ ARC) 
(6) (subclass (owns of XYZ) ABC-store) 
(7) (subclass (customer of XYZ) (customer of ABC)) 
(8) (location (a (customer of XYZ)) NewYork) 
Any relation constant  /2 may be given an inverse relation R' by asserting ( inverse  /2 /2'). 
Inw.'rse relations are used to allow tile statement of a binary relationship to be stored on the frame 
representing the range element of tile relationship as well as on the frame for tile domain element, 
i.e., to set up ;t "back link." For example, superc lass  and c lass  have as their inverses ubc lass  
and member, respectively. TILe treatment of inverses in the frame system can be specified with 
the following rule of inference: 3 
(R T V), ( inverse  /2 R') 
• Inverse (1~' V T) , where T is a ground term. 
If tile inverse of subs id ia ry  is parent,  then the Inverse  rule can be used on assertions (1), 
(4), (5), (6), and (7) to obtain: 
(9) (subclass business corporation), 
(I0) (member corporation XYZ), 
(11) (parent ABC XYZ), 
412) (superclass ABC-store (owns of XYZ)), and 
(13) (superclass (customer of ABC) (customer of XYZ)). 
4. MONOTONIC INHERITANCE 
We specify i,heritance of necessary slot values using rules of inference that, given two suitably 
related antecedent assertions, produce a derived assertion in the frame language. The 14ember 
rule of inference allows assertions to be inherited from a class by a member of that class, while 
tile Subclass inference rule allows assertions to be inherited from a class by one of its subclasses. 
la tile followi.g, we use the notation TE(a C)'I to indicate that term T contains (a C) as a 
subter,n and TE(a C)/T"I to indicate the term formed by substituting T'  for any occurrence of 
(a C) in T. 
(R T [ (a  C)] V), (member C M) 
• Member  (RT[(aC)/M] V[(aC)/M])' where C and M are ground terms. 
3We use the common otational convention of writing the antecedents of a rule of inference above a horizontal 
line that separates them from the rule's consequent. 
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(R T[(a C)] V), (subclass C C') 
• Subclass (RT[(aO)/(aC')] V[(aC)/(aC')])' where C and C' are ground 
terms. 
Consider now how these rules may be used to infer that a customer of ABC is located in New 
York, given that the customers of ABC are customers of XYZ and that all the customers of XYZ 
are located in New York. We start with assertions (7) and (8) from the previous ection: 
(7) (subclass (customer of XYZ) (customer of ABC)), and 
(8) (location (a (customer of XYZ)) NewYork). 
Applying the Subclass rule to these assertions we obtain: 
(14) ( locat ion  (a (customer of ABC)) Me.York). 
Suppose we now assert that Acme is a customer of ABC: 
(1S) (customer ABC Acme). 
Unfortunately, (15) does not match the (member C 1%1) condition of the Member inference rule. 
What we require instead is: 
(15') (member (customer ABC) Acme). 
Since the members of a slot viewed as a class are simply the slot's values, a slot should not need to 
contain a separate member slot and, in fact, requiring one would lead to infinite regress. In order 
to avoid this problem, we treat any formula of the form (member (R of T)  V) as equivalent 
to (R T V). Then, applying the Member ule to assertions (14) and (15') we get: 
(16) (location Acme NewYork). 
Tile Inverse, Member and Subclass inference rules have beet, restricted to require that certain 
terms in tile antecedent assertions be ground terms before the rules can be applied. In tile 
absence of these restrictions, these rules can lead to non-terminating derivation chains and to 
many redundant inferences. As an example of this problem, consider assertion (2) from the 
previous ection: 
(2) (superclass (subsidiary of (a corporation)) corporation), 
which states that tile subsidiaries of a corporation are themselves corporations. If we apply the 
unrestricted Inverse  rule to (2) we obtain: 
(17) (subclass corporation (subsidiary of (a corporation))), 
which can be used witll (2) and the unrestricted Subclass rule to obtain: 
(18) (superclass (subsidiary of 
(a (subsidiary of (a corporation)))) 
corporat ion), 
whictl then can be used again with the unrestricted Subclass rule and (17) to obtain: 
(19) (superclass (subsidiary of 
(a (subsidiary of 
(a (subsidiary of (a corporation)))))) 
corporation), 
and so Oil. 
The ground term restrictions on the Member and Subclass rules delay inheritance over subclass 
or membership links that connect o prototypes until those prototypes have been instantiated to 
non-prototype frames. Given that gYZ is a corporat ion:  
(4) (class XYZ corporation), 
we obtained by tile Inverse  rule: 
(10) (member corporat ion  XYZ), 
which ca,, be used with the Member rule and (2) to obtain: 
(20) (superclass (subsidiary of XYZ) corporation), 
and by the Inverse  rule: 
(21) (subclass corporation (subsidiary of XYZ)). 
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The Subclass rule then applies to (2) and (21) to give: 
(22) (superclass (subsidiary of (a (subsidiary of XYZ))) corporation). 
Assertion (22) will not lead to further inferences until (subsidiary of XYZ) is given a value or 
subclass. Note that (22) would be redundantly inferred by the Member rule from (18) and (I0), 
if (18) is derived in the absence of the ground term restrictions. 
Users of a frame system based on our frame language will often want to query the system about 
the set of all known members of a class (which may be a slot class). In order to obtain not only 
the direct members of the class but also the members of its subclasses, the frame system must 
contain an implementation of the following additional rule of inference: 
• Indirect (subclass C C'), (member C' M)  where C, C', and M are ground terms. 
(member C A/) 
This rule is just a formulation of the standard set-theoretic definition of subclass in terms 
of member. The Indirect rule is intended to be used in a goal-directed fashion--the derived 
class memberships are not stored. In the example of Figure 3, ABC is an indirect member  of 
corporation--it is not stored as an explicit value of the member slot of corporation. When 
computing the full membership of the corporation class, the Indirect rule is applied to (21) 
and (5) to obtain ABC. 
In c~es whcre a data-driven implementation is desired, there is an alternate encoding of the 
subcl~s relationship that may be used. Instead of assertion (2), we could instead have used: 
(23) (class (a (subsidiary of (a corporation))) corporation). 
The.  from applyi.g tile Member rule to (23) a,xd (10) we obtai.: 
(24) (class (a (subsidiary of XYZ)) corporation), 
and then the Member ule can be applied to (24) and (5) giving: 
(25) (class ARC corporation), 
and by tile Inverse rule: 
(26) (member corporation ABC). 
Inheritance of assertions from corporation by (subsidiary of XYZ) docs not occur in this 
case. Instead, when (26) is inferred, the Member rule is applied to cause assertions to be inherited 
directly from corporation by ABC. 
As a,l example of the inheritance of slot values that contain prototype references, consider the 
assertion that a corporation owns all of its subsidiaries: 
(3) (owns (a corporation) 
(a (subsidiary Of (the corporation)))) 
Unlike the earlier examples that we have presented, (3) contains occurrences of a prototype term, 
(a corporation), in both argumc,ts of the statement. Both occurrences must be replaccd by 
the same term when applying either the Subclass rule or the Member rule. Applying the Member 
rule to (3) and 
(I0) (member corporation XYZ), 
we obtai.: 
(27) (owns XYZ (a (subsidiary of XYZ))). 
If the inverse of owns is owner, the Inverse rule may be applied to (27) to get: 
(28) (owner (a (subsidiary of XYZ)) XYZ). 
Tlle Member rule is now applicable to (28) and 
(5) (subsidiary XYZ ABC) 
yielding 
(29) (owner ABC XYZ). 
The final step is the application of the Inverse rule to obtain: 
(30) (owns XYZ ABC). 
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Figure 4. Exaznple of default inheritance. 
In this example, two applications of the Inverse rule were required in addition to the use of the 
Member rule in order to "inherit" (30) from (3). 
As a final example, we will consider the representation f the transitivity of a relation. If the 
domain of owns is taken to be the business class, the transitivity of owns could be expressed as 
follows: 
(31) (superc lass  (owns of Can Cowns of Ca bus iness ) ) ) )  
(owns of Ca bus iness ) ) ) .  
Given that XYZ is a corporation and corporations are businesses, xgz inherits: 
(32) (superclass (owns of (an (owns of XYZ))) 
(owns of XYZ)). 
TILe Member ule may be applied to (32) and (30) to obtain: 
(33) ( superc lass  (owns of ABC) (owns of XYZ)) 
slid by tile Inverse rule: 
(34) (subclass (o~ns of XYZ) (owns of ABC)), 
causing tile owns slot of ABC to be made a subclass of the owns slot of XYZ. Then retrieval of the 
set of values of XYZ's o,~ns lot will also obtain the set of values of ABe's owns slot. This treatmeut 
esse.tially reduces the implementation f the transitivity of owns to the frame system's built-in 
impleme,ltatioa f the Ind i rec t  i.ference rule. 
In order to avoid requiri.g a user to enter an assertion like (31) directly, JOSIE's frame system 
provides t rans i t i v i ty  and domain slots on relation frames. Making the assertions: 
( t rans i t i v i ty  otlns o~ns), and 
(domain omas bus iness) ,  
causes the frame system to add (31) by means of procedural attachments on the c rans i t i v i ty  
and domain slots. 
5. DEFAULT INHERITANCE 
hi order to represent default values and exceptions in the frame language, we introduce two 
operators, de fau l t  and exception, that are used to produce a new category of formulas in the 
la.guage: 
• If A is an atomic formula and S is a class term, then (de fau l t  A), (de fau l t  A S), 
(except ion A), and (exception A S) are formulas. 
As a concrete xample for the discussion in this section, we will consider the standard example 
of inheritance of default colors for elephants. Figure 4 depicts a model in which elephants typically 
have color grey, but royal elepha.ts typically have color white. In addition to royal elephants, 
another subclass of elephants i African elephants, about which no specific color information is 
known. Finally, Clyde is both a royal elephant and an African elephant. Intuitively, we would 
like Clyde to inherit the color white from royal elephants in preference to inheriting rey from 
tile less specific class of elephants in general. 
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A formula of the form (de fau l t  (R (a C) V)) is used in the frame language to state that 
members of class C typically have value V for slot R. For example, asserting (de fau l t  (co lor  
(an e lephant)  gzey)) stores grey as a default value of the color  slot of the elephant proto- 
type. Default values are inherited by subclasses and class members in the same way as necessary 
values, but a default value that is inherited by a class member can only be converted to a regular 
slot value in the absence of any matching exceptions. A formula of the form (except ion (R (a 
C) V)) is used to state an exception for the members of class C to a default value V for slot 
R inherited from any superclass of C. For example, (exception (co lor  (a roya l -e lephant )  
grey))  is used to state that royal elephants are exceptions to a default color of grey associated 
with any superclass of royal elephants, in particular the class of all elephants. 
In order for the inheritance mechanism to be able to match a default value originating at a 
particular class with any exceptions to it recorded at subclasses, de fau l t  and exception formulas 
have all optional second argument that is used to record the source class of an inherited efault 
and the target class of at* inherited exception. When a fornmla of the form (de fau l t  (R (a C) 
V)) is asserted by a user of the frame system, it is treated as an abbreviation for (de fau l t  (R 
(a C) V) C).  As tile default value is inherited to subclasses and members of C, a pointer to C 
is passed along with it to indicate its source class. We specify inheritance of default values using 
analogues of tile Inverse, Member, and Subclass rules of inference for monotonic inheritance: 
• D- I ,werse (defau l t  (R T V) S), (inverse R R') where T is a ground term. 
(defau l t  ( a '  V T) S) 
• D-Member  (defau l t  (R T[(aC)] V) S), (member C M) 
(defau l t  (R T [(a C) / M] V [(a C) / M]) S) '  
where C attd ~%'[ are ground terms. 
• D-Subclass (defau l t  (R T[(aC)] V) S),(subclassCC') 
(default (l~ T[ (aC) / (aC ' ) ]  V [(aO)/(aC')]) S)' 
where C and C' are ground terms. 
Once a default value has been inherited by a member of its source class, it may be used to infer 
a reguhtr slot wdue i. the absence of any matching exceptions. An exception for the same slot 
a.d value matches the defimlt if it has at, associated target class that is tim same as the source 
class of the defitult. This is a nonmonotonic nference in that subsequent inheritance by the class 
member of a matching exception may require the conclusion to be retracted. We specify this 
inference with the following rule: 
• Defaul t  (default(RFV)S): (not(exception(RFV)S)) 
(nfV) 
where F and V are ground terms. 
The Default  inference rule is an example of a default in Default Logic [5]. Unlike a standard 
monotonic rule of inference, the antecedents of a default are divided into a prerequisite, which 
appears before the colon, and a justification, which appears after the colon. An informal inter- 
pretation of a default is: if the prerequisite is known, and the justification is consistent with what 
is known, then the consequent may be concluded. The Default  rule allows a ground value V to 
be inferred for the R slot of a ground frame F, if there is a default value V on that slot inherited 
from the source class S and no exception for V and 5' can be inferred for the slot. 
To illustrate the application of these rules, consider the following assertions for the elephant 
example of Figure 4: 
(3S) 
(36) 
(37) 
(38) 
(39) 
C4o) 
Using 
(41) 
(42) 
(default 
(subclass elephant African-elephant), 
(subclass elephant royal-elephant), 
(default (color (a royal-elephant) .hi*e) 
(member African-elephant Clyde), and 
(member royal-elephant Clyde). 
the D-Subclass and D-Member rules, we obtain: 
(default 
(default 
(color (an elephant) grey) elephant), 
roya l -e lephant ) ,  
(color (an African-elephant) grey) elephant), 
(color (a royal-elephant) grey) elephant), 
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C43) (defaul t  (color Clyde grey) elephant),  and 
(44) (default  (color Clyde white) royal -e lephant) .  
Since there are no matching exceptions on the color slot of Clyde for either (43) or (44), we can 
use the Default rule to tentatively conclude: 
(45) (color Clyde grey), and 
(46) (color Clyde white). 
If we do not wish Clyde to have two values for its color slot, we must assert an exception at 
royal -e lephant  to block inheritance by Clyde from elephant of the default value grey for the 
color slot: 
(47) (exception (color (a royal-elephant) grey)). 
It remains to be shown how an "ancestor" exception such as (47) can give rise to an exception 
targeted on a specific source class for a default hat then can be inherited to class members in 
order to block application of the Default; rule. In the elephant example, we need to derive from 
(47): 
(48) (exception (color Clyde grey) elephant). 
Note that it is not sufficient to modify the D-subclass rule to allow (47) to prevent tile derivation 
of (42); tile default value of grey can still be inherited by Clyde through African-elephant. 
We first introduce an inference rule that allows a "targeted" exception to be produced from 
an ancestor exception when the slot containing the ancestor exception has inherited a matching 
default value: 
• Exception (exeeption(RFV)),(default(RFV)S) 
(exception (R F V) S) 
The Exception rule can be applied to (,17) and (42) to conclude: 
(49) (exception (color (a royal-e lephant)  grey) elephant). 
Inheritance of targeted exceptions i similar to inheritance of default values. As with default 
values, we specify inheritance of targeted exceptions using analogues of the Inverse, Me*,ber, 
and Subclass rules of inference for monotonic inheritance: 
• E-Inverse (exception(RY'V)S),(inverseRR') where T is a ground term. 
(exception (R' V T) S) 
• E-Member (exception (R T[(aC)] v) S),(memberCM) 
(exception (R W [(a C) / M] V [(a C) / M]) S)' 
where C and M are ground terms. 
(oxcepl:ion (R T[(aC)] V) S), (subclassCC')  
• E-Subclass (exception (R T[(aC)/(aC')] V [(aC)l(aC')l) S)' 
where C and C' are ground terms. 
The E-Member ule can he applied to (49) and (40) to obtain (48), causing the previous con- 
clusion (45), that the color of Clyde is grey, to be revoked. 
6. RELATED WORK 
6.1 Prototypes 
The term "prototype," as it has been used in Artificial Intelligence and Cognitive Psychology, 
is often taken to mean a stereotypical individual or exemplar of a class that is used as a standard 
of reference for describing an object by comparison [6]. Under this interpretation, the descriptive 
information associated with a prototype is generally defensible. In the frame system described 
here, the term "prototype" has a more narrowly technical meaning as an adjunct o a class frame 
that is used to describe the members of the class as opposed to the class itself. The information 
encoded on a class's prototype can be either necessary requirements hat every member of the 
class must satisfy, or default descriptions that can be defeated by means of exceptions. 
Other systems, such as CRL [7] and CYC [8], have distinguished a frame describing a class 
itself from the frame describing the members of the class. Both of these frames would need to 
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be given distinct atomic names by a user of the system and would need to be suitably related. 
The treatment of a prototype as a component of a class frame, with a compound name based on 
the name of its containing class, relieves the user of the burden of explicitly creating and naming 
prototype frames. A prototype frame for a class named C is automatically created whenever any 
assertion is made that incorporates the term (a C).  Furthermore, the compositional character 
of prototypes allows them to be easily nested; if C is a metaclass whose members are themselves 
classes, then the (a C) prototype can be used to describe these member classes themselves, while 
the (a (a C) )  prototype can be used to describe the members of the members of C. 
6.~ Slots as Classes 
In many frame systems, for example FRL [9] and KEE [10], there is the notion of a slot having 
facets, which are used to associate information with a slot, such as attached procedures and 
restrictions on the number and type of values that the slot may be given. Treating slots as full- 
fledged class frames that may themselves have slots provides a more general and powerful version 
of this facility. 
The RoleSets of NETL [i1] and of KL-ONE [1] and its descendants, together with the de- 
scriptions that may be associated with them in these systems, provide expressive capabilities 
comparable to those we obtain by treating slots as classes. In particular, in KL-ONE-like lan- 
guages the values of a role on instances of a concept may be restricted to satisfy a specified 
concept description. Since concept descriptions in KL-ONE,-like languages can be quite rich, this 
provides a powerfid facility for describing the values of roles. The prototypes that may be ,associ- 
ated with slot classes provide much of the expressive capability of value restrictions in KL-ONE. 
In addition, the ability to use prototype references as the values of a slot in a prototype allows 
things to be expressed that would require the use of structural descriptions in KL-ONE. 
A major difference in point of view between KL-ONE-like languages and assertional frame 
languages makes detailed comparisons of expressiveness dilllcult, however. Concept descriptions 
in K L-ONE-Iike languages are intended to represent the meanings of terms used in describing 
the world; they are not intended to then~selves make any contingent statements about the world. 
Assertional frame languages do not attempt o make such a clear-cut distinction between analytic 
and synthetic knowledge. The impact of this difference is that contingent statements made in 
our frame language, such as that "XYZ owns all the ABC stores," would be made in a separate 
assertional component in a KL-ONE-like system. In addition, because of the focus on analytic 
knowledge, KL-ONE-like systenm have not provided facilities for inheritance of defaults. 
6.3 Prototype Referevces 
The ability to incorporate prototype references into the values of slots is similar to the use 
of "selF' in other frame languages (e.g., KRL [6]). But our use of a prototype name provides 
a greater degree of expressiveness by allowing prototype references to be nested. For example, 
a slot on the prototype of a class may contain as a value the prototype of another slot on the 
top-level prototype. Charniak's FIb~.IL system [12] incorporates a frame notation that makes 
use of variables to refer to instances of the frame and to fillers of its slots. FRAIL's frame 
notation, however, is an abbreviation for a partitioned collection or" und~erlying predicate calculus 
statements and does not allow nested frame descriptions. 
6.4 Inheritance 
Several frame systems, including CRL [7] and CYC [8], allow specification of a sequence of slot 
names as a description of a set of paths over which a value is inherited from a source frame to 
target frames. This generalizes inheritance over purely taxonomic links such as subc lass  and 
member. For example, in CYC, to state that the age of the mother of Clyde is 48, one would 
associate the value "48" with the path "(mother age)" on the Clyde frame. Then if the frame 
for T i l l i e  is added to the mother slot of the Clyde frame, T i l l i e  inherits the value "48" for 
its age slot. One can get the same functionality in the frame system described here by the use 
of prototypes on slot classes. To state that the age of the mother of Clyde is 48, we put "48" 
in the age slot on the prototype of the mother slot of the Clyde frame. In our language, this 
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would be stated using the formula (age ( the (mother of Clyde)) 48). Unlike CYC,  however, 
values placed in slots can contain prototype references. This allows inferences to be performed by 
inheritance in our system for which additional, non-inheritance inference mechanisms are required 
in CYC. 
6.5 Default Inheritance 
The shortcomings of the approaches to default inheritance that have been taken in most frame 
and semantic network systems are well known [13,14]. Although considerable theoretical work 
has been devoted to default inheritance systems in recent years, precious little of it has made 
its way into practical frame systems. The approach taken here is based on work done on the 
OPUS system [3,15], which adapted to frame systems the method developed by Etherington and 
Reiter [13,16] for formalizing default and exception links in inheritance networks using Default 
Logic [5]. We are able to get the effect of the "inferential distance ordering" of Touretzky, in 
which defaults at subclasses are preferred to conflicting defaults at superclasses, by means of 
ancestor exceptions. In many ways the treatment of default inheritance here is weaker than 
tile formalizations discussed in the inheritance network literature [17]. For example, since the 
frame language discussed here does not contain negation, we avoid difficult problems associated 
with multiple extensions; a single extension always exists. However, the default inheritance 
system we have described can be implemented efficiently and provides in a clean way most of the 
functionality needed in practical applications. 
7. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
We have described two extensions to assertional flame languages that allow a greater range 
of statements to be made, while preserving tile computational dvantages of using graph-based 
inheritance algorithms for performing both strict and default inferences in the language. The first 
extension treats a slot as a representation f the set of its values, allowing it to be described ill 
the same way as a top-level class frame. In particular, a prototype may be associated with a slot 
attd used to describe necessary and default attributes of the slot's values. The second extension 
allows the slots on the prototype of a class to contain values with references to that prototype. 
This provides the ability to make statements in the frame language such as that a relation is 
transitive and that the values of one slot are inherited by the values of another slot. 
The representational extensions have been described here in the context of a basic frame 
language, in which only positive statements can be made. As future work, we plan to investigate 
the extension of the frame language to include negative statements about class membership, 
statements that classes are disjoint, and statements about cardinality constraints on classes (and 
therefore on slots). 
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